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Abstract—This paper describes BigBen, a network telemetry1

processing system designed to enable accurate and timely report-2

ing of Internet events (e.g., outages, attacks and configuration3

changes). BigBen is distinct from other Internet-wide event detec-4

tion systems in its use of passive measurements of Network Time5

Protocol (NTP) traffic. We describe the architecture of BigBen,6

and a cloud-based implementation developed to process large7

NTP data sets and provide accurate daily event reporting. We8

demonstrate BigBen on a 15.5TB corpus of NTP data. We show9

that BigBen identifies a wide range of Internet events character-10

ized by their location, scope and duration. We compare the events11

detected by BigBen vs. events detected by a large active probe-12

based detection system. We find only modest overlap between the13

two datasets and show how BigBen provides details on events that14

are not available from active measurements. Finally, we report15

on the perspective that BigBen provides on Internet events that16

were reported by third parties. In each case, BigBen confirms the17

event and provides details that were not available in prior reports,18

highlighting the utility of the passive, NTP-based approach.19

Index Terms—Internet event monitoring, network time proto-20

col, Internet outages, passive network monitoring.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

THE DYNAMIC nature of the Internet has been well23

documented over the years. Events such as network24

reconfigurations, flash crowds, outages, persistent congestion25

and attacks of various sorts are commonplace and have been26

shown to have diverse spatio-temporal characteristics. These27

events are of on-going interest from a research perspec-28

tive, and have significant implications for day-to-day network29

management and operations.30

The fact that events can occur at any time and in any31

place in the Internet complicates the task of detection. The32

service provider perspective on event detection focuses on a33

single infrastructure and assumes unfettered access to diverse34
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measurement data such as active probe-based measurements, 35

SNMP-based measurements, packet traces, flow-export data, 36

and logs from devices deployed in the network. In contrast, 37

the Internet-wide perspective on event detection assumes that 38

data must be collected outside of (most) network perimeters, 39

typically using active probe-based methods. Beyond gather- 40

ing measurement data, challenges in event detection from 41

both perspectives include (i) managing, fusing and processing 42

potentially very large amounts of data, (ii) identifying events 43

accurately and in a timely fashion and, (iii) organizing, refin- 44

ing and visualizing details of identified events. Prior studies 45

on event detection have focused on a variety of these issues 46

and in particular on measurements and identification methods 47

as described in Section V. 48

In this paper, we describe a network telemetry processing 49

and reporting system that we call BigBen, which is designed 50

to provide an Internet-wide perspective on events. The high- 51

level goal of BigBen is an efficient processing platform that 52

supports timely and accurate event reporting based on mea- 53

surements collected passively without injecting any new traffic 54

into the network. The utility of event detection based on 55

passive measurements is that it offers the opportunity to obvi- 56

ate standard challenges of active probe-based methods, which 57

include management overhead, traffic overhead, potential for 58

blocked probes and limited information provided by probes. 59

However, this approach raises the question of what kinds of 60

passive measurement data might be available that can provide 61

useful insights into Internet-wide events. 62

To achieve our high-level goals we build on prior work that 63

identifies the Network Time Protocol (NTP) as a compelling 64

source of Internet-wide measurement data [66]. In particular, 65

NTP is the only on-by-default protocol in the Internet, which 66

means that measurements of client connections across the 67

globe can be passively collected at NTP servers. Further, the 68

timing-based nature of NTP data provides a means for extract- 69

ing one way delays (OWDs) between clients and servers [37], 70

which enables events to be identified e.g., by looking for 71

changes in OWDs [70]. 72

Our architecture for BigBen is designed for Internet-wide 73

event detection based on NTP and includes (i) a distributed 74

NTP traffic collection component, (ii) an Extract Transform 75

Load (ETL) component, (iii) an event identification compo- 76

nent, and (iv) a visualization and reporting component. The 77

design and interfaces between each component are modu- 78

lar and validate the importance of scalability, data integrity, 79

extensibility and manageability in the system. Details of the 80

architecture for BigBen are provided in Section II. 81
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We demonstrate the efficacy and utility of our design by82

developing a prototype implementation of BigBen. To support83

timely (e.g., daily or hourly) event reporting, a key require-84

ment of the implementation is the ability to manage and85

process hundreds of GB to TB of NTP data per day [66].86

Handling data at this scale is a significant engineering chal-87

lenge and in this sense BigBen is related to network telemetry88

systems such as [40]. Our implementation utilizes a file-based89

approach for data management and Apache Spark for pro-90

cessing. Our implementation also includes an event detector91

based on Robust Principal Components Analysis, which was92

shown to be effective for detecting spikes in NTP data in [70].93

However, recognizing the challenges in assessing event detec-94

tion accuracy (due to the significant lack of Internet-wide95

ground truth),1 we emphasize that other detectors can easily be96

substituted into the system or run in parallel with the current97

detector. Details of BigBen’s implementation are provided in98

Section II.99

We demonstrate BigBen through a study of Internet events100

based on data collected over a 5 month period from January101

through May, 2019. For this study, we collected data on a102

daily basis from 16 NTP servers in 7 locations in the U.S.103

resulting 15.5TB of total data. Our implementations of the104

ETL, event identification and reporting components of BigBen105

were deployed in CloudLab [14]. Our system ran on a single106

(multi-core) node and was able to process data contributed107

by all 16 servers over a 24-hour (about 100 GB) in about108

1 hour and 15 minutes. This easily accomplished our design109

goal of being able to process gigabytes of raw NTP data and110

extract Internet events on a daily basis. Moreover, the system111

can easily be extended to accommodate contributions from112

additional servers.113

Next, we drill down on events that are identified in the114

data. We categorize events based on the fidelity of the signals115

in the NTP data. For IPv4, we find that about 100K events116

per day are detected and that these events are indicated in117

about 60K prefixes. For IPv6, we find that about 120 events118

per day are detected and that these events are indicated in119

about 90 prefixes. We find that IPv4 events range in duration120

from 32 seconds to 27 hours, with an average event duration121

of 2.7 hours. We find that IPv6 events range in duration from122

64 seconds to 24 hours, with an average event duration of123

3.5 hours. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report124

of network events in IPv6 address space. It is important to note125

that the fidelity of these measurements on the order of seconds126

is much more precise than what is possible from active probe-127

based systems (e.g., [41], [65]) that periodically scan the entire128

Internet.129

To provide perspective on the events identified by BigBen,130

we compare with reports of events identified by ISI’s131

Trinocular system [41], [65] that took place during the same132

time as our data collection. While Trinocular covers substan-133

tially more /24 prefixes (4.2M vs. 488K), 76K prefixes are134

visible in the NTP data that are not visible in the ISI data.135

Overall, Trinocular reports about 120K events per day vs. the136

1Historically, reporting of events by ISPs, affected entities or third parties
is rare, which is important motivation for our work.

100K events per day reported by BigBen when aggregated 137

over all signal levels. We find relatively low event match rates 138

between the two data sets, which we attribute to the relatively 139

low overlap on /24 prefixes (only about 40K). We argue that 140

these results highlight the utility and complementary nature of 141

BigBen vs. active probe-based systems for Internet-wide event 142

detection. 143

Finally, we investigate how BigBen views events that have 144

been reported by third parties during our data collection 145

period. We posit that these reports provide a measure of valida- 146

tion for the implemented event detector. In each case, we find 147

that BigBen detects an event that corresponds with what was 148

reported. We highlight how the events manifest in our data, 149

and show that BigBen often provides an expanded perspective 150

over what was reported. 151

In summary, the two main contributions of this paper are 152

as follows. First, we describe the architecture and implemen- 153

tation of BigBen, a system for Internet-wide event detection 154

based on passive collection of NTP measurements. Second, 155

we demonstrate the capabilities of BigBen on a large corpus 156

of NTP measurements collected over a 5 month period. Our 157

results show that BigBen is capable of detecting and report- 158

ing diverse characteristics of events across both IPv4 and IPv6 159

address space. In our continuing work, we plan to keep a log 160

of outage events that will be made available to the community 161

and to refine the event reporting capabilities toward the goal of 162

making BigBen a resource for broadly understanding Internet 163

behavior on a daily basis. 164

II. ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 165

In this section we describe the design objectives and archi- 166

tecture of BigBen. We also describe the implementation that 167

we developed to demonstrate the efficacy and utility of the 168

system.2 169

A. Overview and Objectives 170

The starting point for our work is the observation that NTP 171

is a unique and compelling source of Internet-wide measure- 172

ment data that can be readily applied to the problem of event 173

detection [37], [70]. In particular, an Internet-wide event detec- 174

tion system based on NTP data offers the following advantages 175

over active probe-based detection systems: 176

• Easier to manage since distributed probe sources are not 177

required, 178

• Not subject to traffic blocking, 179

• Doesn’t introduce additional traffic into the network, 180

• Fine-grained, one way delay measurements. 181

Another attractive aspect of NTP is that the scope and geo- 182

graphic diversity of clients that synchronize with any given 183

server can be very broad [66]. This offers the opportunity to 184

detect Internet-wide events with data contributions from a rel- 185

atively small number of NTP servers. Thus, the basic model 186

for our system is a set of distributed NTP servers that con- 187

tribute data to a centralized processing system that manages 188

2All software developed in this work plus a sample NTP data set and the
5 month event data set will be made public when this paper is published.
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Fig. 1. BigBen’s system architecture. The measurement component resides on each remote NTP server that contributes data, while the remaining components
operate in a cloud infrastructure.

the data, applies detection algorithms and generates reports on189

events.190

The primary objective for our system is to support accurate191

and timely reporting of Internet events. The secondary objec-192

tive for our system is modular design. Accuracy is defined in193

the standard way in terms of low false identification rates (our194

system configuration is conservative and aims toward erring195

on the side of false negatives). Accuracy depends intrinsically196

on the data and algorithms applied to it. While algorithms197

can be assessed using synthetic data, it is difficult to measure198

accuracy in practice due to the lack of outage reporting by199

service providers or other entities. Partnerships with service200

providers are an appealing possibility. We posit that a useful201

way to gain perspective on accuracy is by comparing events202

detected by entirely different systems. This is exactly what203

we do in our evaluation of BigBen in Section IV. We posit204

that hourly event reporting is appropriate for this use case,205

but for the purpose of results described in Section IV, we use206

daily reporting. An important implication for timely reporting207

is the ability to scalably and efficiently process data from par-208

ticipating NTP servers. Modularity is the secondary objective209

of the design, enabling algorithms within components to be210

updated or replaced. In the implementation described below,211

any component can be replaced and any step within a compo-212

nent can be reconfigured or replaced with minimal impact on213

other steps or components.214

The design of BigBen includes four major components as215

shown in Figure 1. The measurement component is deployed216

on participating NTP servers, and the other components217

are deployed on a cloud-based processing infrastructure. We218

describe each of the components in detail below.219

B. Measurement Collection Component220

The objective of this component is to collect and transfer221

details of interactions between NTP clients and participating222

servers. Standard NTP implementations do not inherently pro- 223

vide a logging function that collects detailed data on every 224

connection with a client, so a purpose built capability is 225

required. The primary requirements are that the software that 226

implements this component is easy to install and operate, that 227

it operate securely and robustly, and that it have minimal 228

processing/storage/network demands. 229

Data collection is organized into discrete time epochs to 230

ensure timeliness of reporting. As a side-effect, discrete time 231

epochs also help to ensure that the sizes of trace files remain 232

modest for transfer and processing. At the beginning of each 233

time epoch, a program is initiated to reset trace collection to 234

a new file, and to compress and transfer the trace into a cloud 235

repository for further processing, as we discuss below. Old 236

traces are removed from the server to conserve disk space. 237

This component is implemented in about 150 lines of 238

Python code. Once initiated, this component runs permanently 239

on the NTP server, unless it is terminated explicitly by the 240

NTP operator or due to undesirable conditions such as network 241

outages, server hardware failures, and so on. Each instance 242

requires several configuration parameters, including the time 243

period over which to create new packet trace files, and authen- 244

tication credentials for data transfer using scp. The basis for 245

measurements is the standard tcpdump utility, which is used 246

to collect packet traces on server port 123 (NTP) and write 247

the trace data to a libpcap-format file. 248

The computation and storage demands of the BigBen com- 249

ponent that runs on NTP servers is almost entirely due the 250

packet capture process. Prior work has shown that tcpdump’s 251

load on a server is proportional to the traffic sent/received by 252

the system [68] (in our case NTP exchanges) and has a negli- 253

gible impact even under high traffic loads. While we did not 254

make specific measurements of this component, we worked 255

closely with all NTP operators in our deployments and none 256

were concerned about increased load caused by BigBen. 257
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We asked NTP operators who were contributing data to set258

the time period interval to 1 hour. We note that the server259

contributing data for our tests with the heaviest load gener-260

ates about 1.2GB compressed trace per hour on average. We261

found 1 hour to be a reasonable configuration of the time262

period because it ensures that the remote transfer step does263

not overload either the network or server disk usage.264

C. Cloudlab Infrastructure265

The remaining data processing elements of BigBen are run266

on cloud-based infrastructure. This enables high bandwidth267

network access, and significant processing and storage capabil-268

ity. Our implementation of BigBen was run in Cloudlab [14].269

We employ a single node with the following configuration:270

(i) CPU: Two Intel E5-2660 v3 10-core CPUs at 2.60 GHz, and271

(ii) RAM: 160GB ECC memory. Cloudlab instances typically272

offer two configurable 1.2 TB HDDs. Since our data stor-273

age requirement far exceeds the default available disk storage274

space, we employ an external 28 TB NFS disk storage.275

D. Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) Component276

ETL is a standard component in many commercial big data277

processing environments. The basic notion is to collect and278

combine data from multiple sources and to place it in a target279

data store. In our context, the objective of the ETL component280

is to receive and organize the raw NTP data from participating281

servers, and to prepare it for further processing.282

The steps in BigBen’s ETL component include: (i) check283

the receipt of the compressed trace once every time epoch284

and to send email notifications if trace files are missing;285

(ii) organize the compressed trace files by month for each NTP286

server; (iii) extract relevant NTP information from the com-287

pressed libpcap traces; (iv) assure data integrity by removing288

empty or corrupted records; and (v) transform the extracted289

NTP information from the files to a CSV format for further290

processing.291

This component makes our data processing pipeline more292

robust by identifying and reporting interruptions in the receipt293

of the compressed traces to the NTP server operators. In294

practice this feature proved very useful in interactions with295

the operators and re-initiation the measurement collection296

component (see Section II-B) on multiple occasions.297

The high-level steps of this component are implemented in298

about 180 lines of Bash code. This script is scheduled to run as299

a cron job once during every time epoch (1 hour - coordinated300

with measurement collection). This component takes less than301

a minute for all 16 servers (see Section III). The transfor-302

mation step which converts tcpdump data to CSV format is303

implemented in about 700 lines of C code. For every packet in304

the tcpdump data, CSV schema includes the following fields:305

(1) packet number, (2), source IP address, (3) destination IP306

address, (4) latency (NTP origin timestamp - NTP receive307

timestamp), (5) NTP polling exponent, (6) packet timestamp,308

(7) root delay, (8) round-trip time, and (9) NTP reference IP309

address.310

E. Event Identification Component 311

The objective of this component is to generate a set of events 312

that constitute a significant deviation from normal behavior for 313

a given network prefix. This definition aligns directly with a 314

standard definition of anomaly detection. In our context of 315

NTP-based monitoring, it relates to the idea of identifying a 316

significant change in one way delays (OWD)3 between one 317

or more clients in a given network prefix and a participating 318

NTP server. While OWDs computed from NTP packets can 319

be subject to error (e.g., due to path asymmetry [74]), our 320

choice of RPCA to detect large changes in OWDs was made to 321

accommodate variability that might be caused by such errors. 322

The high level steps involved in the event identification 323

component are as follows. First, we process the CSV data 324

to identify OWDs from clients that are in tight synchroniza- 325

tion with the NTP server. Next, we cluster clients into IPv4 326

/24 or IPv6 /96 prefixes, which were selected as conventions 327

for detection and reporting in this paper. We select a /24 pre- 328

fix size for IPv4 as these aggregates generally reflect a fairly 329

localized geography [39]; the IPv6 prefix size is chosen as 330

a similar aggregate. We then employ an event detector based 331

on Robust Principle Components Analysis (RPCA) to identify 332

delay spikes experienced by clients within a cluster. We apply 333

a classifier based on Z-scores to label events from high to low 334

confidence. Finally, we consolidate events to provide a single, 335

global view of events. We describe the details of these steps 336

below. 337

1) Extracting OWDs: A filtering step is required to extract 338

OWDs from trace data. In particular, we want to use OWDs for 339

event detection from clients that are in tight synchronization 340

(i.e., the NTP exchange has been observed to be stable over a 341

period of time) with their server since these delays are more 342

likely to have smaller error bounds [37]. 343

A key consideration for this step is the tradeoff between 344

the volume of data that must be processed (e.g., about 345

72 GB/24 hrs. for one particular server) and the fidelity of 346

OWDs. While the measurement and the ETL components exe- 347

cute hourly, we chose to run this component every 24hr to 348

ensure that there are ample data points for the latency filtering 349

algorithm described below. 350

We implemented OWD filtering described in [37] in Apache 351

Spark [1] to parallelize CSV trace processing from a single 352

NTP server. The filter is written in pyspark. It reads the CSV 353

data as Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) chunks in a stand- 354

alone mode, single node Spark cluster.4 We process only the 355

client-to-server packets since they provide OWD measurement 356

values in both directions (client-to-server (c2s) and server-to- 357

client (s2c)). 358

Next, we identify any trend in changes to the NTP polling 359

value for each client and classify the clients into constant, 360

increasing, decreasing, and variable polling types. For each 361

classification type, we implement the specific filtering algo- 362

rithm described in [37] to identify tightly synchronized (TS) 363

clients. These OWD values associated with these clients are 364

3OWDs are computed from packets sent between clients and NTP servers
that are in tight synchronization as described in [66].

4This is not an inherent limitation, but simply reflects our CloudLab setup.
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then written into RDD-specific chunk files. Next, we cluster365

clients into /24 and /96 prefixes for IPv4 and IPv6 respec-366

tively. We note that the prefix length is configurable; we367

also experimented with /48 and /56 aggregates for IPv6. The368

pyspark implementation and the clustering implementation is369

executed by a wrapper Bash script (about 290 lines of code),370

which executes filtering and clustering for each NTP server371

sequentially.372

2) RPCA Event Detection: We use an RPCA-based method373

to identify events in the form of OWD spikes experienced by374

a cluster of clients. RPCA was shown to be an effective tech-375

nique for processing NTP data to detect events in [70]. The376

modular design of BigBen enables other detectors to be sub-377

stituted or used in parallel. Our implementation of the RPCA378

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. For each network prefix379

cluster, we generate a t ! n matrix similar to [70] (steps 1380

to 21), where t is the time bin used to group every client381

in a row and n is the number of clients in a prefix clus-382

ter. We employ the Robust Covariance Estimator (RCE) [34]383

for the clusters, by default (steps 22 to 32). We found that384

nearly 50% of the clusters have a covariance matrix with non-385

negative definite, hence RCE fails on such clusters. For the386

clusters on which RCE fails, we employ the Elliptical PCA387

(EPCA) [49] method to detect outliers. We compared RCE388

and EPCA results to confirm that RPCA scores are similar for389

both of these methods.390

Our RPCA-based detector is implemented in about 1000391

lines of Python code. We use Pebble [24] for multiprocess392

generation of the t ! n clusters, invocation of RPCA (we393

leverage PcaNA R package [25]), and generation of events by394

aggregating contiguous timestamp bins with RPCA outliers—395

false flag values (steps 33 and 34). If an event is detected in a396

single timestamp bin we classify it as single spike. If an event397

is detected in multiple timestamp bins, it is classified as an398

event.399

3) Z-Score Event Classification: To aid in assuring internal400

consistency and to provide a measure of confidence in detected401

events and single spikes we employ a Z-score computation. For402

every t ! n cluster, we generate Z-scores on OWDs to iden-403

tify outliers defined as 2! deviation from µ. We then classify404

events as follows (steps 35 and 36 in Algorithm 1): (1) class A:405

75% to 100% correlation between RPCA outliers and Z-score406

outliers (these are the highest confidence events), (2) class B:407

50% to 75% correlation, (3) class C: 25% to 50% correlation.408

Due to minimal correlation with Z-score outliers, we discard409

the remaining events.410

The event identification component generates two primary411

output files. The first is the event details output file with entries412

consisting of prefix cluster, number of clients, event start time,413

event end time, and event class details for every event. The414

second is the matrix details output file consisting of all the415

t ! n matrices for the prefix clusters, which forms the input416

to BigBen’s visualization component (see Section II-F3).417

4) Event Consolidation: The final step in the event detec-418

tor consolidates the events detected in individual NTP servers419

trace datasets to provide a single global view of events. The420

consolidation process begins by taking the events detected421

using one server as the base set. We then employ the422

Algorithm 1: BigBen EventDetector
input: OWDs from TS clients
input: prefixClusters

1 foreach prefix P in prefixClusters do
2 leastPollValues = [];
3 foreach client C in P do
4 pollValues = getPollFromPacket(C);
5 leastPollValue = min(pollValues);
6 leastPollValues.append(leastPollValue);

7 t = median(leastPollValues);
8 n = len(P);
9 sEpoch, eEpoch = getEpochs();

10 timeBins = generateTimeBins(sEpoch, eEpoch, t);
11 t " nmatrix = generateEmptyMatrix(t, n);
12 foreach client C, Cindex in P do
13 measurements = getMeasurements(C);
14 foreach m in measurements do
15 owd, epochTS = getDetails(m);
16 tindex = findTimeBin(epochTS, timeBins);
17 pOwd = getValue(t " nmatrix , tindex , Cindex );
18 if owd > pOwd then

// retain maximum OWD per bin
19 setValue(t "nmatrix , tindex , Cindex , owd);

20 t ! " nmatrix = removeAllNARows(t " nmatrix );
21 t ! " nmatrix = setMinOWDValues(t ! " nmatrix );
22 eigenValues = generateEigenValues(t ! " nmatrix );
23 sum = sum(eigenValues);
24 variancePercentages = [];
25 foreach e in eigenValues do
26 percentage = (e / sum) * 100;
27 variancePercentages.append(percentage);

28 topk = 0;
29 foreach p in variancePercentages do
30 if p > 5 then
31 topk++;

32 results = pcaNA(t ! " nmatrix , scale = True, k = topk );
33 flags = getScoreFlags(results);

// False score indicates anomaly
// Consecutive occurrence of False flag

constitutes one event
34 ePrefix, eStart, eEnd = getEvents(flags, timeBins);
35 zScoreOutliers =

computeZScoreOutliers(t ! " nmatrix );
36 eventClass = classifyEvents(flags, zScoreOutliers);

following steps in order to merge the remaining server events: 423

(i) obtain the list of matching /24 or /96 prefix clusters and 424

the corresponding events (ii) employ Python’s intervaltree 425

package [23] to determine direct temporal overlap between 426

previously observed events on the same prefix, and (iii) merge 427

the events which have overlap by considering the earliest 428

event start time, latest event end time, and best possible class 429

between class A, class B, and class C (see Section II-E3). At 430
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the conclusion of this step the raw /24 and /96 event data and431

the consolidated raw event data are output to files.432

F. Visualization and Reporting Component433

A significant amount of raw event data can be generated434

by BigBen. This calls for tools for post processing that can435

be used for organizing, analyzing and understanding Internet-436

wide events on a daily or hourly basis. The system has437

capabilities to generate daily reports and graph visualization438

of OWD clusters.439

1) Daily Report Generator: The daily report generator pro-440

vides simple statistics on events detected over the previous 24441

hours. This includes information about BigBen itself including442

the total amount of data contributed by participating servers,443

total size of the daily CSV files, total number of clients, etc.444

Daily reports also include the total number of /24 and /96445

prefixes in which events were detected, the top 10 largest446

events in terms of larger network aggregates, the top 10 longest447

duration events and other basic information. The daily reports448

are useful for monitoring BigBen itself and for developing a449

general understanding of network event behavior.450

2) Geographic Footprint Visualizer: The geographic foot-451

print visualizer component enables visualization of the geolo-452

cation of IPv4 clusters (network prefixes) for which events are453

detected. Given a network prefix, this component geolocates454

each IP address using MaxMind’s IP Geolocation service [18].455

Then, it plots the geolocated points on a map and creates a456

convex hull of the geolocated points. A similar approach is457

reported in [71]. For /24 prefixes, typically this component458

generates a visualization of a circle around the single geo-459

graphic location to which the IP addresses are geolocated.460

The backend processing for this component is implemented461

in about 500 lines of Python code and the frontend visualizer462

is built using ESRI ArcGIS [15].463

3) Cluster OWD Graph Visualizer: The cluster OWD464

graph visualizer component produces one-way delay time-465

series graphs for an IPv4 or IPv6 cluster with detected events.466

This component is implemented in about 150 lines of Python467

code. To handle the varying number of clients per prefix,468

this component uses seaborn [26] to generate a lineplot for469

each client and automatically assign color mapping to the470

clients using the hue parameter. Before plotting the timeseries,471

we replace the NA values for each client with the minimum472

latency for the client, similar to the RPCA processing (see473

Section II-E2).474

III. NTP DATASETS475

In this section, we provide an overview of the NTP trace476

datasets collected from 16 NTP servers distributed across 7477

geographic sites. The geographic sites include: (i) Chicago, IL478

(C), (ii) Edison, NJ (E), (iii) Jackson, WI (J), (iv) Philadelphia,479

PA (P), (v) Salt Lake City, UT (S), (iv) Urbana-Champaign,480

IL (U), and (vii) Madison, WI (M).481

Table I summarizes the basic statistics from each NTP server482

for the months of January to May 2019. A total of 15.5TB483

raw NTP trace dataset was collected during this time period.484

As shown in the table, the amount of data collected from the485

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NTP TRACES COLLECTED BY BIGBEN DURING THE

PERIOD OF JANUARY 2019 TO MAY 2019

servers varies significantly, with server S1 generating 3.2GB 486

per hour on an average, which is much larger when com- 487

pared to the datasets from the rest of the NTP servers. The 488

variability across servers is a direct reflection of how clients 489

have been configured – a process which depends on system 490

administrator and sometimes equipment manufacturer prefer- 491

ences [60]. In the U.S., NIST along with universities have 492

offered stable, high-quality NTP services to the public for 493

decades. However, in 2003, the NTP Pool project began offer- 494

ing a dynamic service as a means for balancing load across 495

servers [29]. The big data processing requirement (100GB 496

per day on an average) was a key consideration in BigBen’s 497

system design and implementation. Furthermore, we note that 498

the majority of the NTP servers support both IPv4 and IPv6 499

clients; both protocols are also supported in BigBen’s event 500

detector component (see Section II-E). To the best of our 501

knowledge, our event detection system is the first to pro- 502

vide complete support for detecting events in the IPv6 address 503

space. 504

Data provided during the study was fairly consis- 505

tent. However, there were days in which we did not 506

receive data from individual providers. Reasons for gaps 507

in the dataset include: downtime of NTP server, outage 508

of Cloudlab network, and NFS network downtime. Overall, 509

this represented a small fraction of the total period of 510

collection. 511

The coverage and accuracy of detected events relates 512

directly to servers providing data to BigBen. As will be shown 513

in Section IV, our data set includes clients from only a subset 514

of the v4 address space. However, we argue that the volume 515

and coverage is sufficient for demonstrating the capabilities 516

BigBen and to show how NTP-based monitoring provides 517

a useful, complementary perspective on events. We plan to 518

expand the number of NTP servers monitored by BigBen in 519

future work. 520
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Fig. 2. Number of IPv4 /24 (left) and IPv6 /96 (right) prefixes observed and number of events detected within those prefixes over 5 months.

Fig. 3. Number of events detected for IPv4 /24 (left) and IPv6 /96 (right) prefixes broken down by event classes as described in Section II-E3.

IV. RESULTS521

In this section, we demonstrate BigBen’s ability to detect522

events. We begin by reporting the basic characteristics of the523

events detected in our NTP data set. Then, we compare the524

events detected by our methodology with the events detected525

through active probing from ISI’s Trinocular project [41].526

Finally, we report on the perspective that BigBen provides527

on events that were reported by third parties, highlighting the528

detailed results from one specific event.529

A. Basic Event Characteristics530

Figure 2-(left) shows the total number of IPv4 prefix clus-531

ters observed in BigBen dataset, and total number of IPv4532

prefixes in which events were detected from January 2019533

to May 2019. It also shows the number of IPv4 prefixes on534

which single spikes were detected. The scope of the covered535

IPv4 prefixes ranges from 2 clients to 244 clients. Figure 2-536

(right) shows similar results for IPv6 /96 prefixes, whose scope537

of coverage ranges from 2 clients to 84 clients; we note that538

results for /48 and /56 IPv6 aggregates have similar quali-539

tative characteristics. These figures show that the number of540

prefixes on which BigBen detects events is quite consistent541

on a daily basis and has a slightly increasing trend for IPv4 542

over the period of study, while the number of prefixes affected 543

for IPv6 shows no clear trend. The basic characteristics of 544

observed prefixes observed and events detected is relatively 545

equivalent from both the c2s (client to server) and s2c (server 546

to client) perspective. 547

The duration of the detected c2s IPv4 events ranges from 548

32 seconds to 27 hours, with an average event duration of 2.7 549

hours. For IPv4 s2c events, the duration range remains the 550

same, with an average event duration of 2.6 hours. For IPv6 551

c2s events, event durations range from 64 seconds to 24 hours, 552

with an average event duration of 3.5 hours. For IPv6 s2c 553

events, the average event duration is 1.7 hours. IPv4 and IPv6 554

single spikes (both s2c and c2s) have a very short lived dura- 555

tions, ranging from 1 second to 22 minutes (due to clients with 556

high NTP polling values). Our observations indicate that there 557

is a wide range of durations during which there are periods 558

of elevated latencies that may be due to persistent conges- 559

tion, outages, or because of ISP traffic management policies. 560

In Section IV-D we examine specific events and their causes. 561

Figure 3 shows details of the timeseries of IPv4 events (left) 562

and IPv6 events (right) detected by BigBen in our data set. 563

The figure shows some consistency in terms of number of 564
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Fig. 4. Number of IPv4 (left) and IPv6 (right) events detected by announced network prefix based on prefix lists provided by CAIDA and Team Cymru
during the period of study.

events identified by BigBen on a daily basis. We posit that565

many of these reflect standard Internet dynamics such as route566

changes, congestion or address block reconfiguration. We also567

observe that there are fewer high-confidence (class A) than568

lower-confidence events (classes B and C) over time. However,569

the qualitatively tight correspondence between high and low570

confidence events suggests that high confidence events can be571

a focus for identifying the onset events and lower confidence572

events can aid in understanding event scope and impact. We573

Interestingly, the spikes observed in the timeseries (e.g., May574

23) do not correspond to reported events from third parties; we575

are investigating these events in our ongoing work. When con-576

sidering similar timeseries of single spike events (not shown577

due to space constraints), we (a) observe a similar pattern of578

fewer high-confidence events (class A) than lower-confidence579

events, as well as (b) a very high count of single spikes (as580

expected) due to the permissive nature of spike identification.581

B. Event Consolidation and Aggregation Across Prefixes582

The consolidation process is applied individually to events583

and single spikes (c.f. II-E2). On a daily average, we are able584

to consolidate 103 IPv4 events, 9 IPv6 events, 82 IPv4 single585

spikes, 5 IPv6 single spikes detected on c2s OWDs, and 114586

IPv4 events, 2 IPv6 events, 102 IPv4 single spikes, 5 IPv6587

single spikes detected on s2c OWDs. We expected the count588

of events observed across servers to be low, as we initially589

consider clusters of small-sized prefixes (/24 or /96), showing590

that additional NTP servers will further diversify and enhance591

coverage.592

The event aggregation post-processes the consolidated593

events (see Section II-E4) detected on /24 or /96 prefixes into594

larger network aggregates (i.e., shorter prefixes). To perform595

this aggregation, we consider prefix lists from CAIDA [13] and596

Team Cymru [27] and look up each /24 or /96 prefix to find the597

corresponding larger IP prefix aggregate, typically included in598

BGP announcements. For every higher level IP prefix where599

we observe at least 2 constituent /24 or /96 prefixes, we aggre-600

gate the events using the same steps as the consolidation601

algorithm (see Section II-E4). For this aggregation process,602

TABLE II
TOP 5 ASES BASED ON THE NUMBER OF IPV4 EVENTS

IDENTIFIED FROM JAN-MAY 2019

we only consider the BigBen events and omit BigBen sin- 603

gle spikes. Note also that the confidence level assigned to an 604

event is the highest observed across the events that get aggre- 605

gated together. We take the view that multiple indications of 606

the same event increase confidence in it, thus supporting use 607

of the highest confidence level observed. Figure 4 shows the 608

count of aggregated IPv4 events (left) and IPv6 events (right). 609

As shown in the figure, the aggregation process is more sig- 610

nificant for IPv4 prefixes—aggregation impacts nearly 5000 611

events on a per-day basis for both c2s and s2c events. This 612

aggregation process ensures that we don’t repetitively count 613

the events belonging to the same higher level IP prefix, while 614

generating a ranking of top 5 Autonomous Systems (AS) on 615

which we observe events. 616

Table II shows the ranking for top 5 IPv4 ASes in terms 617

of identified events, including AS number, name, count of 618

BigBen events observed throughout the 5 month dataset. 619

Interestingly, we observe a large number of events for 620

Amazon, Inc. We show that the same Amazon AS suffers col- 621

lateral damage during a outage event reported by a third party 622

(see Section IV-D). BigBen also identifies a sizable number of 623

events in tier-1 service providers (e.g., Verizon, CenturyLink). 624

Table III shows a similar ranking for top 5 IPv6 ASes. 625

C. Comparison With ISI/Trinocular 626

Next, we compare the IPv4 events detected by BigBen 627

with the events detected by ISI’s Trinocular project [41]. 628

The ISI project regularly probes addresses on all reachable 629
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Fig. 5. Number of ISI/Trinocular event matches (left) and corresponding classes for matching BigBen events (right).

TABLE III
TOP 5 ASES RANKED BASED ON THE NUMBER OF IPV6 EVENTS

IDENTIFIED FROM JAN-MAY 2019

IPv4 /24’s (minus those that have requested no probing). For630

this comparison, we consider the ISI dataset from January631

to March 2019. During this period, the ISI dataset repre-632

sented a total of 4,226,299 IPv4 prefixes. BigBen’s dataset633

over the same period included clients from 488,269 IPv4634

prefixes. Interestingly, 76,545 IPv4 prefixes are observed in635

our data that are not observed by ISI. This highlights one of636

the complementary aspects of our NTP-based approach and the637

benefit of using passively collected NTP data which can give638

insight into events taking place in networks that may block639

active measurements. A combination of both approaches is640

likely to be most beneficial for gaining a comprehensive view641

of network events. During the comparison period, ISI reports642

an average of 121,695 IPv4 events on a per-day basis, while643

BigBen reports an average of 99,878 c2s events and 109,761644

s2c events on a per-day basis.645

1) Event Matching: We match events detected by BigBen646

with ISI-reported events based on /24 prefixes using a similar647

approach to our event consolidation (see Section II-E4). Apart648

from looking for a direct temporal overlap between BigBen649

events and ISI events we also consider events that match within650

a time window, which we set to be 1 hour. We include both651

events and single spikes for this comparison. Figure 5-(left)652

shows the number of BigBen events and single spikes that have653

direct matches, pre-matches, and post-matches with ISI events654

on a per day basis. It also shows the corresponding number655

of matching ISI events. We attribute the relatively low event656

match counts to the fact that we observe a similarly low match657

in /24 prefixes with events between the two datasets—only658

40,097 matches (for the entire 3 month dataset). Figure 5- 659

(right) shows the classes to which the matching BigBen events 660

and single spikes belong to. As expected, we see higher num- 661

ber of matching events fall under class A (BigBen’s highest 662

confidence level class). 663

D. Events Reported by Third Parties 664

We compare BigBen detected events to a set of events 665

reported by third party sources including CAIDA, the Outages 666

mailing list, and ThousandEyes, Inc. We consider these third- 667

party reported events a form of ground truth and useful for 668

demonstrating the utility of NTP-based event detection. It is 669

worth mentioning that when we generated a list of the largest 670

events (terms of total number of /24 prefixes affected) detected 671

by BigBen in over the period of study, none overlapped with 672

the third-party reported events. 673

Table IV shows a summary of reported events found dur- 674

ing our data collection period. For every event, we report the 675

event start and end time observed by the third party and the 676

corresponding start and end times observed by BigBen. We 677

provide a list of Autonomous Systems (AS) impacted dur- 678

ing the event and the count of /24 prefixes on which BigBen 679

observes the event. We also list the geographical region of 680

impact of the event, obtained by visualizing the event using 681

our Geographic footprint visualizer (see Section II-F2). These 682

results highlight BigBen’s capabilities to detect events across 683

geographical regions throughout the world. We show visual- 684

izations from one of the third party reported events below and 685

omit the rest due space limitations. 686

1) May 13, 2019 China Telecom Event: ThousandEyes 687

reported [17] that on May 13, 2019, China Telecom suf- 688

fered a significant network outage lasting about 5 hours. 689

BigBen’s reporting showed significant OWD elevations on 690

multiple prefixes during this time. Figure 6 shows the BigBen’s 691

Cluster OWD graph visualization (c2s OWDs) for prefix clus- 692

ter 117.136.4.0/24 affecting 59 clients. This prefix is allocated 693

to AS56042 (China Mobile Communications Corp.). In the 694

figure, we observe steady state behavior indicated by hori- 695

zontal lines or lines with minor variation as well as delay 696
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF BIGBEN DETECTED EVENTS WITH REPORTED OUTAGE EVENTS

Fig. 6. May 13, 2019 China Telecom outage OWD graph for clusters
117.136.4.0/24.

spikes that reach nearly 900 milliseconds, indicating a 4x697

increase in OWD. These observations are consistent with those698

reported by ThousandEyes. In BigBen’s geographical impact699

plot, we observe effects across various parts of the United700

States (see Figure 7), as well as in China. While ThousandEyes701

Fig. 7. May 13, 2019 China Telecom outage geographic footprints of
impacted prefixes in USA.

reported that the U.S. West Coast was affected, BigBen’s 702

report shows that the impact was more widespread across 703

the U.S. Consistent with ThousandEyes reporting, BigBen’s 704

report also observes Amazon AS16509 and AS38895 suffering 705

collateral damage due to this outage event. 706

2) Feb 26/27, 2019 Dominican Republic Event: Figure 8 707

shows steady state behavior in c2s OWD values indicated by 708

horizontal lines and the spikes observed in these values during 709

the event for two prefixes 190.80.164.0/24 (left)—74 clients 710

and 117.136.91.0/24 (right)—34 clients. Both of these prefixes 711
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Fig. 8. Feb 26/27, 2019 Dominican Republic outage OWD graphs for clusters 190.80.164.0/24 (left) and 190.167.227.0/24 (right).

are part of AS6400 (CODETEL). Similar to the China Telecom712

event, these graphs show OWD value spikes up to nearly 1000713

milliseconds. We observe similar spikes on s2c OWD val-714

ues. BigBen’s observations are consistent with ASes on which715

CAIDA [5] reports the event. In BigBen’s geographical impact716

plot (not shown due to space constraints), we observe that717

the event had impact in the Dominican Republic as well as718

Germany. In CAIDA’s report, only the Dominican Republic719

was identified as having been affected, which suggests that720

BigBen’s observation of the event was somewhat broader.721

V. RELATED WORK722

There have been many prior studies of detecting, locat-723

ing, and diagnosing network outages. Similar to our work,724

a number of these previous studies have relied on streams725

of passively collected data to infer failures and outages. For726

example, some works have used feeds of routing updates727

from BGP or from other routing protocols, e.g., [46], [47],728

[53], [61]. Others have analyzed router BGP configurations729

to detect or better understand the causes of certain types of730

failures [38], [51]. Router logs (syslogs) have also been a731

key data source for analyzing the nature of network anoma-732

lies and faults [48], [62]. The potential synergy of combin-733

ing routing updates with syslog data has been examined734

by Turner et al. [72], and Roughan et al. used the same735

data sources to detect forwarding anomalies which may be736

indicative of misconfigurations or impending failures [67].737

Additional work in the area of network fault detection has738

evaluated communications among network operators to ana-739

lyze network failures [30]. Turner et al. used syslog data,740

email announcements, and router configurations in an effort741

to understand causes behind network failures [73]. Network742

service providers are in a privileged position to collect a great743

deal of passive data for understanding the nature and causes744

of network faults; Markopolou et al. reported on findings from745

the Sprint IP backbone [53]. Other studies over the years746

have used passively collected data from network honeypots747

to identify both malicious and benign Internet events [33],748

[57]. Studies have also used ever-present network protocol749

traffic [78] to identify network prefixes where faults may be750

taking place through detection of changes in delays or the 751

absence of ordinarily-present traffic. 752

Our work is most similar to prior studies on NTP traffic 753

and the opportunity to utilize this traffic to detect network 754

events [37], [66], [70]. Indeed, we build directly on that body 755

of work. However, our contributions are in the design and 756

implementation of a scalable NTP data processing system that 757

can be used on a daily basis for Internet-wide event monitoring 758

and easily modified to utilize a variety of detection methods. 759

Another category of studies related to ours are those have 760

focused on network-wide monitoring and event detection 761

within large data center infrastructures. Data center monitoring 762

challenges are similar to those that we faced in development 763

of BigBen including managing vary large data sets and iden- 764

tifying events accurately and in a timely fashion. Systems for 765

data center monitoring and event detection are often based on 766

passive measurements collected on end hosts or switches. For 767

example, Moshref et al. describe Trumpet, which is a system 768

designed to provide high precision data center-wide moni- 769

toring on end hosts [55]. Similarly, techniques for software 770

defined measurement on programmable switches have been 771

proposed in [43], [54], [76]. The primary difference between 772

these studies and ours is our focus on Internet-wide moni- 773

toring, which includes the challenge of gathering data from 774

diverse networks. 775

Many studies, in contrast to those mentioned so far, have 776

used active measurement to identify and localize network 777

outages and impairments. RFC 2678 identifies metrics for 778

network connectivity and reachability, which relate directly 779

to the notion of network faults and disconnection [52]. Many 780

prior works have used the basic notion of RFC 2678—that a 781

packet sent to a network address receives a response within 782

some finite amount of time—as the basis for identifying 783

network faults. For example, the Trinocular project uses peri- 784

odic pings at a low rate to the full IPv4 address space, and 785

detect disruptions and outages through a probabilistic frame- 786

work [63], [64], [65]. As noted above, we use some of the 787

data from this project as a point of comparison. Along the 788

same lines, Padmanabhan et al. evaluated the response times 789

to pings across the IPv4 address space and found that a 790

small fraction of responses (5%) take at least 5 seconds to 791
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arrive [56]. This result has significant implications for the792

design of probe-based systems for detecting outages. The work793

by Schulman and Spring used weather reports as a trigger794

to send targeted probes for detecting weather-related network795

outages or failures [69]. Probe-based techniques have also796

been widely used to detect routing loops and other anomalies,797

path failures, and elevated end-to-end delay or abrupt changes798

in delay [58], [59], [61], [67], [75]. Moreover, tomographic799

methods and similar types of algorithms have been created to800

both detect and localize faults to particular links or portions of801

a path [31], [32], [35], [36], [42], [45]. Finally, similar to our802

work, there are a few systems that are designed to identify803

network failures and other events on an ongoing basis. For804

example, the Planetseer system was a Planetlab-based system805

designed to detect wide-area network failures [77]. Similarly,806

the iPlane system also utilized the geographic distribution of807

Planetlab hosts for ongoing detection of network reachabil-808

ity problems [50], and the Hubble system used both periodic809

active measurements and passive analysis of BGP updates810

to trigger on-demand traceroutes for verifying and localiz-811

ing network outages [44]. We believe that active probe-based812

methods and systems for Internet event identification will con-813

tinue to provide useful insights, and that BigBen provides a814

complementary perspective that will enhance and enrich future815

analyses of events.816

VI. CONCLUSION817

Fiber cuts, malicious attacks, configuration changes, censor-818

ship and persistent congestion are examples of the events that819

routinely degrade or disrupt service in the Internet. Identifying820

and characterizing the details of such events are critical in821

network management and operations and can lead to new822

methods and configurations that improve Internet service.823

This paper describes BigBen, a cloud-based network teleme-824

try processing system designed to support accurate and timely825

detection of events throughout the Internet. BigBen’s design826

includes (i) distributed collection of passive measurements827

of NTP traffic, (ii) an Extract Transform Load component828

that organizes data into a normalized format, (iii) an event829

identification component, and (iv) a visualization and report-830

ing component. We develop a cloud-based implementation of831

BigBen that it is able to process tarabytes of data on a daily832

basis. We demonstrate this implementation on a 15.5TB corpus833

of NTP data collected over a period of five months. The results834

show a wide range of events characterized by their scope835

and duration. We compare the events detected by BigBen vs.836

events detected by a large active probe-based detection system.837

We find only modest overlap and show how BigBen provides838

details on events that are not available from active measure-839

ments. We also show how BigBen identifies outage events that840

have been more broadly reported by third parties. Next steps841

for BigBen include expanding partnerships with NTP servers842

to broaden reach and depth of event identification, expand-843

ing visualizations and reporting, and to develop methods for844

forensic analysis and classification of events.845
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